Expand your testing capabilities with high-quality SureGrip™ accessories

The Fluke AC288 Terminal Block Probe features a retractable probe tip that provides safe and secure connections to clamp and screw type terminal blocks.

- Retractable probe tip designed for increased safety, while providing flexibility to reach deep connection points
- Recommended for use with TL224, TL222 or TL221 test leads
- 11.5 cm (4.5 in) insulated, flexible shaft
- 1 mm diameter probe tip extends out to 8.4 mm (0.33 in) length
- Retractable probe tip is made with stainless steel
- Safety rated: IEC 61010-031 Ed.1.12008, CAT III 1000 V, CAT IV 600 V
- Operating temperature: -20 °C to 55 °C (-4 °F to 131 °F), 90 % RH
- One-year warranty

PROBE DIAMETER
1 mm, tip extends out to 8.4 mm (0.33 in) length

OPERATING TEMPERATURE
-20 °C to 55 °C (-4 °F to 131 °F)

USE WITH
Fluke TL224, TL222 or TL221 test leads

SAFETY CERTIFICATIONS
IEC 61010-031 Ed.1.12008, CAT III 1000 V, CAT IV 600 V

WARRANTY
One-year